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Kyoto Asian Studies Group meeting April 10
Discussion published by Niels Van Steenpaal on Tuesday, March 28, 2017

Dear colleagues,

The speaker for the April meeting of the Kyoto Asian Studies Group is Huang Xiaolong, who will
present “Local Temples and Feudal Lords during the Muromachi Period” (see abstract below). The
lecture will be held on Monday, April 10th from 18:30-20:00 in Room 212 of the Fusokan on the
Doshisha University Campus (see link below for access information).

 

Abstract

 

Local Temples and Feudal Lords during the Muromachi Period

 

In medieval Japan, religion played a very important role in the political and social realm. Religious
institutions—larger complexes and smaller local temples and shrines alike—functioned not merely as
sites of religious devotion, but as centers of political power as well. The interplay between these
institutions and the samurai  class,  therefore,  is  an important aspect  in understanding medieval
society.

Whereas most research concerning this interplay has focused on the Sengoku period (1467-1573),
this presentation will focus on the Muromachi Period (1392-1467). By making use of fifteenth-century
temple  documents  of  Echizen province,  I  will  provide an overview of  the  following two power
relations. 1. The Ryūtakuji temple vis-à-vis the Kobuse family. 2. The Ōtanji temple vis-à-vis the jitō
Senshū family.

Based on the above two case studies,  I  will  show the following. Firstly,  that while the relation
between temples and local powerful families were often mutually beneficial—exchanging donations
for devotional service—there was much occasion for conflict as well. Secondly, that the ways in which
these conflicts were resolved during the Muromachi period, were much more diverse than during the
Sengoku period.

 

Huang Xiaolong is a Ph.D. candidate at the Graduate School of Humanities, Kobe University.

 

Sponsored by the Kyoto Consortium for Japanese Studies. For access information see:

http://networks.h-net.org/node/20904/discussions/173314/kyoto-asian-studies-group-meeting-april-10
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http://www.doshisha.ac.jp/en/information/campus/imadegawa/imadegawa.html

Please refrain from bringing food or drinks into the meeting room.
 

Contact: Niels van Steenpaal, nielsvansteenpaal@hotmail.com
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